
ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES IN SPORT TECHNOLOGY

Free Essay: Advantages and Disadvantages of Sport Technology Technology in sports is constantly changing in today's
era. This change is.

People are always looking for the technology to be able to get ahead of other opponents. Software, e.
Advanced technology makes human 's life more convenient, each new invention and discovery that achieved
in the field of technology are supporting the improvement of humankind. Some examples where technology
has negatively impacted sport are as follows: Increase chance of injury: Due to increase in speed of athlete or
equipment such as the ball baseball travels faster off the bat. The use of video technology and data analysis are
two positive examples of the use of technology in sport, while the increase in the number of online betting
sites perfectly highlights how it has had a major effect on the industry. Answer at end How can technology be
used to analyse athletic performance? How to cite this page Choose cite format:. I will also be picking my
personal favorite, by usefulness to my family. The technology of instant replay sounds good to the viewers at
the game or at home, but there is a lot of pressure for the official to get the call right. This can pinpoint areas
of weakness in physical performance which a coach can use to fine-tune training methods. Answer at the end
of this article What are the benefits of advanced sporting technologies? There are problems with the instant
replay system that needs to be leveled out, but the system allows the game to get a stage future in technology
in sport. As with any change, there has been much controversy over whether or not these advancements have
been positive for sport or negative. Originally it was only for the benefit of the TV audience as it could track
the trajectory of balls in flight. Everyone knows that the umpire or the referee is not always right. More sports
channels and pay-per-view events. The health and well-being of performers can be maintained and observed,
and injuries treated, through the production of technologies such as heart rate monitors, pedometers and
body-fat monitors. It is the knowledge and application of using specialised equipment and the latest modern
technologies to perform tasks more efficiently. Equipment provides opportunities for the physically
challenged that previously did not exist. The web in particular has allowed sports fans to enjoy virtually any
sporting event around the globe in real time. If the official did not get the call right and the instant replay
shows it as such, the team retains the time out and wins the call. Include an analysis of economic issues such
as production, supply, and trade. With football, the coaches are allowed to throw out a flag of their own and
challenge the call on the field. The enhance experience of technology has made it easy for teams to know and
learn about the opposite teams. Improved analysis of performance, eg match analysis, GPS data 6. There has
long been an exclusionary nature to many sports anyway thanks to the clubhouse culture, and the access to
better equipment wealthier children have has enhanced it. In golf, the overall mass of the club has decreased
which is believed to result in a greater achievable distance and possibly a more accurate shot. It is mandatory
that we deal with technology every day, it is with us everywhere in our house, school, and workplace. Internet
provides easy access to sporting information. Engaging in this way brings sport closer to the fans and
increases their enjoyment. Over many years technology in sport has continued to advance. One example of
technology being used in-game is SportVU technology, which was originally developed for tracking missiles.
Sporting technologies are a man-made means developed to reach human interests or goals in or relating to a
particular sport. Sporting equipment such as the composite tennis racket has been created in order to provide
increased ball speed, and reduce the potential for injuries at the elbow joint. The umpires out on the field are in
communication via wireless technology with the other umpire. Digital and social media Sports fans are
consuming more information than ever before through new technologies.


